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ABSTRACT
The availability of research data through digital repositories has made data reuse a possibility in a growing number of fields. This paper reports on the results of interviews with 27 zoologists, 43 quantitative social scientists and 22 archaeologists. It examines how data reuse contributes to the apprenticeship process and aids students in becoming full members of scholarly disciplines. Specifically, it investigates how data reuse contributes to the processes by which novice researchers join academic communities of practice. We demonstrate how projects involving data reuse provide a unique opportunity for advisors to mentor novices through the process of creating knowledge. In these situations, senior researchers model general reuse practices and impart skills for their students to use in the future when selecting, evaluating, and analyzing data they did not collect. For novices, data reuse constitutes a form of legitimate peripheral participation, a way for them to enter the community of practice by analyzing data that has been previously collected and reflecting on others’ methodologies. Our study findings indicate that reuse occurs across each target community studied. They also suggest how repositories can help foster a reuse culture by providing access to data and building trust in research communities.
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INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, academic researchers need to acquire the ability to reuse data in order to create new knowledge. Given the importance of longitudinal data in some fields, the difficulties associated with collecting new data in others, and the fact that some types of data from the field need to be compared with existing materials, such as specimens, scholars from a variety of disciplines engage in data reuse. In this paper, we report on the results of 92 interviews with researchers in three academic communities: zoology, quantitative social science, and archaeology. We focus on the role data reuse plays in the apprenticeship process, helping novices become members of communities of practice through cognitive apprenticeship and legitimate peripheral participation. We argue that the concept of legitimate peripheral participation should be expanded to include a range of activities surrounding data reuse. These include activities traditionally within the scope of legitimate peripheral participation, such as engaging with other researchers, as well as reviewing the literature and analyzing the methodology behind a dataset in preparation for data reuse.

Our study is motivated by the following research questions:

- What role does data reuse play in the apprenticeship process to incorporate new members into academic communities of practice?
- How does data reuse extend our understanding of the intellectual, social, and structural mechanisms behind cognitive apprenticeship and legitimate peripheral participation?

LITERATURE REVIEW
Socialization into a community of practice has been described as a series of passages through which one must navigate (Van Maanen & Schein, 1979). Communities of practice provide a body of knowledge and skills as well as an infrastructure for the intellectual scaffolding necessary to make sense of that knowledge. This is often provided through mentoring wherein senior community members provide support, direction, and information to novice community members (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Van House, Butler, & Schiff, 1998). Lave and Wenger (1991) have identified one mechanism through which novices become
members of a community of practice as legitimate peripheral participation. Legitimate peripheral participation “refers both to the development of knowledgeably skilled identities in practice and to the reproduction and transformation of communities of practice” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 55). It places an emphasis on the context in which learning takes place and occurs when the novice assumes increasingly responsible roles in the research, beginning with observation of research activities and ending with directing the activities of others (Duguid, 2005; Lave & Wenger, 1991).

Students also become members of the community of practice by internalizing norms and methods of inquiry (Ben-Yehuda, 1986). Researchers have called this process cognitive apprenticeship, “a model of instruction that works to make thinking visible” (Collins, Brown, & Holum, 1991, p. 1). Cognitive apprenticeship goes beyond observation of the supervisor as role model and includes learning through doing and engaging as an actual practitioner in research (Anderson & Louis, 1994; Bragg, 1976; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Clark & Corcoran, 1986; Collins et al., 1991). Collins, Brown, and Holum (1991) argue that cognitive apprenticeship is distinct from traditional models of apprenticeship because the mentor makes her thinking visible to the apprentice, the learning is situated in the workplace, and the goal is to help students generalize the skill. Still, although there is a skill-based component to cognitive apprenticeship, the goal is to structure the thinking process in the context of an advisor-advisee relationship. For example, the apprenticeship model of acculturation for archaeologists involves field work with the goals of collecting data under certain methodological norms, learning how to behave appropriately when working with culturally sensitive materials, and documenting evidence (Edgeworth, 1991; Pyburn, 2003). Mentoring in the area of quantitative social science focuses on research as a one-on-one activity between novices and mentors in which novices are mentored to identify and pursue their own research questions and theories, rather than work on research projects initiated by senior researchers (Anderson & Louis, 1994; Faniel, Kriesberg, & Yakek, 2012).

Much of the literature in the area of mentoring and apprenticeship in graduate school has focused on qualities and characteristics of the students and mentors as well as the relationship between them. Supervisors are often described as exemplars and mentors with a focus on the importance of integrity and ethics (Anderson, Oju, & Falkner, 2001; Gray & Jordan, 2012). The role of the mentor is often marked by a tension between the demands placed on them by their institution and the responsibility to support their students (Holligan, 2005).

Broadening the focus to include the apprentice as well as the mentor, researchers have noted that the quality of the mentoring relationship depends on both the supervisor and the student (Kam, 1997). Notably, students are more likely to be satisfied and to make good progress when they have a good relationship with their mentor, particularly when that mentor is an academic with senior status within their community of practice (Ives & Rowley, 2005). This apprenticeship relationship is marked by a duality of personal relations based on trust and social relations reinforced through contact. Researchers argue that this relationship is problematized by complications that arise due to the demands of research placed on both students and mentors (Denicolo, 2004; Hockey, 1996; Lee, 2008).

Researchers studying mentoring in the hard sciences have found that local setting, work group size, and discipline all affect the process of becoming a scientist (Louis, Holdsworth, Anderson, & Campbell, 2007). Scholars have also found that good mentoring in the sciences has positive benefits for productivity and self-efficacy, but not with commitment to a research career (Paglis, Green, & Bauer, 2006). These findings are particularly interesting as one of the purposes of apprenticeship is to help novice researchers to become members of a community of practice.

Novices engage in research activities with experts, and work with data in particular, through the application of standardized research methods that guide practices and behaviors (Star & Griesemer, 1989). Formal training within a community of practice leads to a familiarity with particular types of data (Zimmerman, 2007). This familiarity may then guide future research methods or data seeking behaviors. Additionally, novice social science researchers are influenced by more experienced members of their own community of practice when it comes to discovering, evaluating, and justifying their reuse of data (Faniel et al., 2012).

Using norms, academic disciplines organize life inside academic institutions, and the differing cultural values of the departments within those institutions affect the views of graduate students regarding the purposes and processes of research (Gieryn, 1983; Hackett, 1990). The process of acculturation and training via apprenticeship can be viewed as a means by which novices are brought into a community of practice. It is through interactions with mentors, through cognitive apprenticeship and legitimate peripheral participation in the research process, that novices are introduced to the cultures of their communities of practice.

While the literature does not focus on data reuse as a specific method of legitimate peripheral participation, we argue that data reuse is also a critical component of the process of acculturation for novice researchers into communities of practice because data reuse is predicated on understanding what constitutes data within the context of a discipline, and norms for its collection and interpretation.

**METHODS**

The Dissemination Information Packages for Information Reuse (DIPIR) Project is a three-year IMLS sponsored initiative studying three diverse disciplinary communities: zoology, archaeology, and quantitative social science
focus to larger social, economic, and cultural trends. Increased availability of existing archaeological data will allow the community to extract as much value as possible from what is collected, and not allow data such as those contained within the “grey literature,” to perpetually remain difficult to access.

Subject Recruitment
The team recruited subjects from each community using convenience and snowball sampling techniques. Novices from the quantitative social science community were recruited via targeted emails to participants in the 2011 ICPSR Summer Program. For the archaeology and zoology interviews, DIPR project partners recruited a list of potential participants. In all three instances, additional participants were obtained using snowball sampling; we asked those we interviewed to recommend others who might be interested in participating in our study.

Data Collection
Team members conducted four sets of interviews across the three academic communities that are the focus of the DIPR Project. We conducted semi-structured interviews with 42 quantitative social scientists (22 novices and 21 experts), 22 archaeologists, and 27 zoologists. While the interview protocol varied slightly in each set of interviews due to disciplinary specifics, each instrument asked respondents to reflect on how they discovered, evaluated, and analyzed data for reuse, and about their use of data repositories. Each interview lasted approximately 1 hour and respondents were paid $25 for their participation in the study. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed for analysis.

In our interviews across communities, we defined novices as early career researchers such as graduate students and post-docs. While we conducted interviews with researchers in a variety of roles and with varied levels of experience, discussions of novice experiences form the basis of findings for the present study. Therefore data from senior scholars also appears in discussions related to the mentoring they received as novices or the mentoring they gave to novices.

Data Analysis
All interview transcripts were analyzed using the qualitative data analysis software package NVivo. After the team created an initial code set, two coders worked together on each set of transcripts from the three source communities. The initial development of the code set was based on themes from the interview protocol. Among the items coded for were mentions of the different dimensions of data reuse, including discovery, evaluation, methods, and data sharing. Transcripts were also coded for mentions of respondents interacting with peers or advisors or asking for help. Additional codes emerged from each set of interviews and were added as needed. For example, a code relating to the specific ethical challenges of archaeology was added to that set of interviews. After a series of paired work on the same transcript, the coders reached the following reliability

(79x79)
ratings using Scott’s Pi, a statistic measuring inter-rater reliability for coding textual data: 0.88 for novice social
scientists, 0.77 for expert social scientists, 0.73 for
archaeologists, and 0.74 for zoologists.

FINDINGS
Interviewees related experiences which mapped well to the
themes we explored in the literature. Specifically, we
observed that the intellectual process of working through
data originally produced by another and the development of
skills around data reuse – discovery, evaluation, and
analysis of data – were essential components of
participants’ maturation as researchers. We argue that
learning how to reuse data, and create knowledge using data
that interviewees did not collect, provides insight into the
norms in their disciplinary communities of practice.
Participants in the three disciplines under study followed
parallel paths in learning how to reuse data and how to
participate in their disciplinary communities. In addition to
the similarities observed across our three groups of
interviews, discipline-specific differences emerged.

In all three disciplines under study, students and advisors
worked together to identify relevant data for reuse and to
gain access to that data in order to conduct analyses. This
reflects what we learned from the literature. Namely, that
the relationship between graduate student and advisor is
fundamental to the graduate school experience (Ben-
Yehuda, 1986). Once the desired data was acquired, novice
researchers engaged in a variety of analytic techniques to
accomplish dual goals: completion of a given project and
the more ambitious long term effort to become a member of
a chosen research community by understanding disciplinary
norms and what constitutes a research contribution.

The rest of this section is presented in four parts. First, we
briefly compare the reuse cultures across our three
disciplines of interest to help contextualize our study. Then
we present findings about the mentor/mentee relationship
formed between graduate students and advisors,
highlighting the importance of data competency in this
process. Third, we argue that data reuse supports cognitive
apprenticeship as a way for novice researchers to learn
about data sharing culture and norms in their field. Finally,
we make the case that learning to reuse data is a form of
legitimate peripheral participation, used by novice
researchers to gain entry into their chosen community of
practice.

The Role of Data Reuse in Quantitative Social Science,
Archaeology, and Zoology
Across our interviews, we noted the differences in the role
data reuse. For example, researchers reused data to
compare with data they collected, engage in longitudinal
analysis, or test their hypotheses with a larger, nationally
representative sample. Beyond the need to reuse data to
pursue larger scale research projects, we found differences
in research methods and data sharing cultures, as well as
generational shifts in the drive to reuse data within each
discipline.

In archaeology, norms around data sharing and reuse are
just emerging and not fully integrated into the community
of practice. Archaeological publications do not consistently
include the data in addition to the article interpreting the
data. As archaeologist CCU17 described, one primary
challenge for data reuse in his field was discovery and
access. Not only was there a significant lag between data
collection and publication, there was also a lack of
centralized access. He hoped that a new network of digital
repositories could attract submissions to help alleviate this
issue.

There’s often such a lag between fieldwork and publication.
Or you might not know where the publications have been
made, if they have been made, for a certain project...you’ve
got monographs that come out five years after a 10-year
project ends. It's kind of a fairly big lag there, and so it
would be nice to have some ideas of where people are
working. And I guess, we could also include commercial
work, which should be dead useful because that grey
literature is often pretty ignored. I think, in research. So, it
would be useful to have everything pulled into one place
(CCU17).

The access challenges faced by archaeologists differed from
the active data reuse culture described by social scientists.
The influence of well established repositories like ICPSR,
has had a normalizing effect. Data reuse is not only
possible, but also an accepted and valued part of the
research community. CBU09 recognized this during her
time in graduate school, observing the research and
publishing habits of her professors.

I think the gold standard is collecting your own [data], but
that’s not always an option. I would say that a majority of
the government professors have not collected their own
data for let's say their last couple of articles. I worked
with one professor very closely and he had four articles that
he was working on and one of them was original data
(CBU09).

While data reuse was embraced in the quantitative social
sciences, the younger generation of zoologists described a
generational shift of opinion on the value of digital
repositories and the research contributions that can be
made. Even though reference collections in museums have
been an accepted part of the zoological practice for years,
the availability of digital data has prompted discussion
about the value of data reuse and its place in the
disciplinary community.

It's a generational thing...and so there's a growing pain
that the field is experiencing right now...folks who haven't
used these tools because maybe they got their PhD 30 years
ago and these databases weren't important in their
research...and so there's some friction in there. Younger
folks who understand the importance of these databases
and synthetic projects, and then folks who would never use them because they weren’t around…but I think more and more that reticence to use data that aren’t your own, I think that that’s subsiding and folks are realizing that this is the way that systematics is going to go (CAU02).

CAU02 saw himself as a member of the new generation of zoologists. He felt that he needed to demonstrate, through his research, the value of data reuse in his field. While he went on to describe additional tensions between his peers and some senior members of the field, he believed that an increased acceptance of data reuse could advance the field and reduce redundant studies through the sharing of data between colleagues.

Despite their differences, interviewees in each of our communities of focus expressed positive feelings towards data reuse and optimism about its future. However, these disciplinary particulars underlie the variation across the rest of our results. While novices across disciplines engaged in data reuse as legitimate peripheral participation and learned in the context of their cognitive apprenticeships, the particular form of their reuse was driven by discipline. Generally, reuse is an established part of the social sciences; a reality reflected in what we heard from respondents about their experiences joining communities of practice. In zoology and archaeology, data reuse takes different forms, in part because of generational tension and a less clearly defined culture around digital data.

**Cognitive Apprenticeships**

Lessons learned from an advisor through a cognitive apprenticeship process in graduate school helped novice researchers understand community norms and the steps necessary to do research in a given discipline. In our source communities, data reuse was a central component of the mentorship process. CCU19, an archaeologist, was a senior scholar and served as advisor to a student on a recent project involving analysis of an older dataset, a situation which provided an opportunity for mentorship.

*I'm mentoring a student in a research project right now. And what we did was we went to a site which made available information about Mayan site locations...I had her download the data and start to evaluate it in terms of how updated it was and what we would need to do in order to start gathering information and bring it up to date. So in that case, we were basically taking a partially updated dataset...using that as a foundation for this student's project, which then will be shared back with other people (CCU19).*

This example presents the mentor relationship from the perspective of the faculty member. He guided a student through the process of evaluating a dataset for reuse, demonstrating in the context of a real project what is required to constitute a reusable dataset. Furthermore, by assuring that the updated dataset will be shared back with the community, he instilled the student with values that will reinforce data sharing in the field.

For social scientist CBU09, the process of cognitive apprenticeship involved placing trust in faculty members to help guide her analysis. Given that CBU09 was in the process of applying to graduate schools and not yet enrolled in a program, her ability to conduct statistical analyses of datasets was limited. While she began the process herself, the directed guidance of faculty members provided meaningful next steps towards constructing a complete analysis.

*I am new to this. And there's a lot of things that are counter-intuitive, that you just need someone to tell you, 'No, it's this way...' (CBU09).*

CBU09 was in a position where she was not able to accomplish data reuse on her own. Without the input of a mentor to keep her on track, she would have been lost. Recognizing this, she sought the advice of senior scholars to show her ways to engage with the data.

Across our three communities, novice researchers began projects involving data reuse with little fanfare, as a normal and expected part of their graduate school research experience. For CAU24, his mentor assigned him data for reuse.

*My advisor has been working with another professor in order to describe this endangered species of cave snails in Illinois...she had started working on it and I was on a research assistantship, so it ended up where I ended up working on it. So, really, it was just one of those things where...it was just the project I was assigned (CAU24).*

For many graduate students in Zoology (CAU24’s field), it was a challenge to collect their own data. However, there were also expectations within the discipline that data reuse would be necessary to compare museum specimens with those they were able to collect in the field. For these reasons, it makes sense that CAU24 would be assigned a data reuse project in his early years in graduate school so he could begin to engage in common research activities.

In the social sciences, graduate students often reuse datasets for their dissertation work. CBU10 described the discovery of data for her dissertation as a process initiated by an article recommended by a professor.

*One of my professors asked me to include a couple of articles as a part of my literature review that pertained to my dissertation topic. And the article that really fascinated me...referenced Add Health where they were looking at tracking immigrants for over a period of time in the United States. It was through that article really that I found about Add Health. After a couple of my professors indicated to me that my approach to my research would take too long...they asked me to look for existing datasets. And so, that's how I came across Add Health (CBU10).*
The second part of the example above shows another mentorship moment. CBU10’s original data collection plan was too ambitious for a dissertation and was not going to be possible to complete. Remembering Add Health, she worked with her committee to design a project including reuse of the dataset that would constitute a meaningful addition to her field.

In these examples, we see data reuse as a focal point of learning during a cognitive apprenticeship. Through reusing data, students grapple with the conceptual issues of data selection and integration, within the context of relationships with advisors. As they learn how to make contributions of new knowledge in their respective fields, they come to understand that data reuse is a viable option in situations where original data collection is not possible or the goals of the project necessitate reuse.

Data Reuse as Pathway to Disciplinary Enculturation: Ethics, Evidential norms, and Disciplinary Culture

Beyond data selection and analysis, data reuse was also a pathway for cognitive apprenticeship in other aspects of disciplinary culture, such as ethics, understanding the norms for evidence, and how different disciplines approach research issues.

Mentors can also help pass along ethical norms, such as those promoting data sharing. Although CCU09 was a senior faculty member, she recalled the role her advisor played in instilling the value of data sharing. Although she had obtained her PhD years before, she vividly recalled lessons learned from her advisor early in her graduate school career.

He said, ‘Even though you’re going to summarize it and do whatever you’re going to do with it and do statistics, et cetera.’ He said, ‘Somebody will come a long later and say you’re wrong.’ But he said, ‘Your data is going to be the most important contribution you make.’ And so he taught me to always, as an appendix, include all of my data. So then anybody could come along and redo what I did and see if I was right or if I was wrong or use it for something else…and so that was really sort of ingrained in me that that was a necessary thing because otherwise I was doing something bad (CCU09).

The above example also highlights a theme we did not often hear in our interviews, that of an advisor defining the difference between acceptable and unacceptable behavior, and explicitly warning a student about the potential for her results to be challenged after publication. When it came time to advise a new generation of students, CCU09 passed along the values that her mentor had taught her years before.

Another integral part of the relationship between faculty advisor and graduate student in the cognitive apprenticeship process is teaching a new scholar how to make and support claims in research when reusing data. What may seem interesting to a scholar in training may elicit a different reaction from a more senior faculty member. CBU11, a doctoral student in Political Science, experienced this when analyzing a dataset examining political polarization in the United States.

I [had] some sentence saying, ‘Through the last decade, polarization has…been increasing steadily,’ and [my advisor] said, ‘Oh, not really. There were a few years here and there...’ So I was able to go and really find out where it was steadily increasing versus when it was decreasing at all (CBU11).

Her advisor brought her back to the data for a closer examination. Thus, CBU11 was gently directed to scrutinize datasets more before making claims. In addition to the specifics of this situation, she learned what level of precision was required for claims in her chosen field, a lesson in knowledge production from her advisor.

As a graduate student in political science, CBU18 was working on a project trying to incorporate aspects of his home discipline as well as psychology. When talking about how he arrived at a final determination of whether to reuse a particular dataset, he pointed to his mentor as a key factor in the decision-making process.

...it was advice from my advisor. So I said, ‘Well, what I'm doing is a lot more psychological.’ The dataset I'm using is a lot more political science. How do we merge the two, such that, I can at least attempt to study what I'm trying to study with the number of subjects that would be acceptable in political science to say, ‘Alright, I can run the type of data analyses that I need to run.’ So it was mainly mentorship and my mentor advising me (CBU18).

In discussion with his advisor, CBU18 worked to apply his psychology-based approach in a way that would be acceptable in political science. As he described it, mentorship played a key role in his understanding and deciding to move ahead with the project.

When describing their data reuse experiences, our respondents discussed related disciplinary norms and ethical considerations beyond the scope of one specific project. Through the reuse of data, they also began to internalize the disciplinary culture of their communities of practice.

Data Reuse as Legitimate Peripheral Participation

In learning how to create knowledge that will be accepted by members of a given academic discipline, novice researchers in our three target communities related their experiences in reusing data. These activities demonstrated that through data reuse, they continued the process of joining communities of practice. For CAU17, the process of identifying suitable datasets for reuse was informed by his observations of colleagues.

If I'm putting a bunch of different sources of data together, I want to make sure that they were acquired in roughly the same way. So, for example, a lot of folks that I've worked
with, and I have done this a little bit too, is if I am creating one of these models using a bird species... I might develop the model using just museum specimens (CAU17).

This example shows a novice researcher making a decision about which types of data to include in an analysis based on observed behavior of other researchers with whom he worked. Rather than making the decision in isolation, he looked to more experienced members of the community for a model of how to construct a suitable dataset for reuse.

For political science doctoral student CBU04, models for data reuse came from the literature. In this particular example, CBU04 used the data producer’s publications in his evaluation of a dataset’s suitability for his research. He talked about employing them as a means to look over the data producer’s shoulder to understand the data collection process. CBU04 also looked to the literature for validation that a given measure had been successfully reused by other researchers as well as the codebook to understand the decisions behind data collection.

As long as I can trust how they measured things. If they followed standard sampling procedures, if this is like a survey research or something of that nature, or if they’re just very, very explicit with this is the way I’m measuring this concept, that’s very important to me... If this measure has been used by other authors, I tend to use that measure just because I might not understand why it’s being used, but if it’s being used, there’s probably good reason (CBU04).

In addition to the trust between advisors and graduate students discussed earlier, the example above demonstrates how the literature and codebooks serve as a means of providing peripheral participation in the data collection process for novices. This type of engagement with additional forms of data documentation is a form of legitimate peripheral participation. By studying the literature and codebooks, the novice learns what types of data can be reused, and how to frame reuse in her publications.

When zoologist CAU27 began his thesis project, he realized that travelling to South America to collect specimens relevant to his interests was not realistic. Instead, he worked with his advisor to build on existing specimens and measurements to design a feasible project.

My advisor did a project during his postdoc and I’m using some of his measurements already in my research... as a stepping stone to learn my, or to develop my methods and integrate his previous methods into what I’m doing now, so I’m using some of his data as well (CAU27).

The legitimate peripheral participation in this case stems from the fact that the student is continuing work started by the advisor, including existing projects or data that the advisor and his colleagues might have collected but not analyzed to the fullest possible extent. Through close collaboration and affiliation with an advisor’s project, CAU27 could pursue his own research questions outside those of his advisor using some of the same data.

Other participants implicitly understood their time in graduate school as a process of joining their discipline’s community of practice. Criminal Justice doctoral student CBU05 reflected on her transition to graduate level work and her changing relationship to potentially reusable data. While she had some experience with data reuse as an undergraduate, the environment of a graduate program was pushing her to engage in more advanced data reuse practices. She acknowledged the changing expectations that reflect her movement towards being a full member of the community of practice.

Probably the amount of time that you do have to spend with the codebook especially with larger data sets... there’s a lot more work that you have to do, not necessarily interactive work with people in interviewing, but you do have to spend a lot of time with the codebooks... [understanding] where those numbers are coming from and what they mean and hopefully to be able to trust them and make sure they’re measuring what you’re wanting to measure (CBU05).

In comparison to her earlier work, more time was required to evaluate and understand a codebook prior to data reuse. Through working with the codebook, the student learned about data collection techniques. While CBU05’s undergraduate experience was a useful introduction to the field of Criminal Justice in that it sparked enough interest to prompt the pursuit of a graduate degree, it was only the first step in the process of joining this community of practice. As a graduate student advances in her studies, the student moves in from the periphery where she observes to full participation and reflection upon the experience gained through cognitive apprenticeship.

Our data indicated that respondents were conscious of their positions in their fields, and engaged in acts of legitimate peripheral participation while they learned how to be members of their chosen communities of practice. While legitimate peripheral participation is usually characterized as direct interactions with advisors, senior community members and peers, we also found that additional activities including observation of data reuse in the literature and the construction and critique of codebooks reflect the same concept. This extension of legitimate peripheral participation is especially useful when considering that our participants searched widely for models of how to act when engaging in reuse. When trying to reuse data, referring to the literature becomes more than simply reading papers; it is legitimate peripheral participation because novice researchers observe in the literature behavior that they then replicate in their own projects.

**DISCUSSION**

We drew upon interviews with 92 archaeologists, quantitative social scientists, and zoologists to examine the role of data reuse in the socialization process for novice
researchers. Our findings indicated that learning how to find, evaluate, and analyze data for reuse is part of the training process understood as a cognitive apprenticeship, and that engaging with the data is itself an act of legitimate peripheral participation. We also saw disciplinary differences in the extent to which data reuse norms and values are shared within each of the three communities under study. Moreover, our findings indicate that data reuse occurs and contributes to the socialization of novices into communities of practice in multiple ways.

The literature on cognitive apprenticeship stresses the importance of the relationship between student and advisor. Mutual trust is needed for any successful partnership; in graduate school this relationship is critical because advisors are the gatekeepers for students, guiding them into communities of practice (Kam, 1997). Our findings suggest that data reuse is an opportunity for novice researchers and advisors to put concepts around knowledge creation into practice. Given advisors’ positions, they guide new community members through the data reuse process, using these types of projects to not only to demonstrate specific techniques for data selection, evaluation, and analysis, but also to impart broader lessons about disciplinary ethics, norms and what constitutes a research contribution.

Across our three disciplines, we argue that data reuse is an important part of the socialization into communities of practice. While the goals and techniques of reuse vary in each discipline and across participants’ projects, we found that novice researchers engage in data reuse, and that some of these activities take the form of legitimate peripheral participation. When novice researchers engaged in reuse projects, they consulted advisors and other senior researchers throughout the process. Beginning as outsiders, they are expected to move toward fuller participation on their way to joining communities of practice. They looked to the literature to understand disciplinary research processes and to find models of successful reuse. They also analyzed codebooks and other documentation about datasets to consider their appropriateness for reuse. Through these activities, the novice researchers we interviewed learned how to reuse data and make contributions to their fields. Our findings coincide with and expand the idea of legitimate peripheral participation as described by Lave & Wenger (1991) by expanding the activities around which learning takes place for novice researchers to include data reuse.

Similar to Duguid (2005), we seek to extend the scope of legitimate peripheral participation as a concept. Our findings suggest that data reuse has a role in the apprenticeship process and outlines a wider range of activities than previously analyzed. Our participants described a number of ways in which they engaged in legitimate peripheral participation through data reuse. They learned from advisors and senior researchers as cognitive apprentices, they collaborated with peers to learn about data reuse practices, and they looked to the literature for insight into the creation and analysis of datasets and actual ways it was reused. Codebooks also allowed novices to understand how to reuse data. These findings extend the situations in which legitimate peripheral participation has been found previously and demonstrate that the process of joining a community of practice involves not only original data collection activities, but also encompasses data reuse.

**Implications for Data Repositories**

Because novice researchers in archaeology, zoology, and quantitative social science reported using digital repositories to access data for reuse, our findings have implications for these organizations. Earlier work has demonstrated that repositories have the ability to shape norms for reuse in fields by working with their designated communities and responding to user feedback (Daniels, Faniel, Fear, & Yakel, 2012). Our findings reinforce this idea; the novice researchers we spoke to across disciplines were very aware of the community and culture surrounding the repositories they used. Yakel et al. (2013) found that repositories build trust in part by getting users to recognize their actions and develop trust in these institutions. Our findings on the reuse of data by novices during their period of socialization into their chosen community of practice speak to the affordances of easily-available and well curated digital data. When repositories develop strong scaffolding, such as well-written codebooks and links to data citations, novice researchers can readily see how data production and analysis match disciplinary norms and how data can be appropriately reused to answer their research questions. Yet, this also places an added burden on repositories if their data is to support cognitive apprenticeship and legitimate peripheral participation.

**CONCLUSION**

The availability of data for reuse and the high costs and relative difficulty graduate students encounter in collecting their own data creates an environment in which reuse is increasingly common. We interviewed 92 researchers in archaeology, zoology, and the quantitative social sciences who engaged in reuse, seeking to understand how these activities were situated in the context of novice researchers’ cognitive apprenticeships, and in their efforts to join communities of practice. We found that data reuse functioned as a form of legitimate peripheral participation, a way for novices to conduct research in the community of practice while still learning how to be fully functioning members of their communities. Our data show that legitimate peripheral participation around data reuse takes the form of interactions with senior researchers, peers, and the literature. The consistency of these findings across three disparate disciplines suggests that the ability to reuse data is an important skill for researchers across the academy, one that can be supported through the expanded efforts of research communities and repositories to increase access to reusable data.
We hope this study encourages further inquiry about data reuse in the education and training of novice researchers. While results from only three fields are presented here, we think that future research into other disciplines (e.g., lab sciences, additional humanities disciplines) may involve a new set of reuse activities which support cognitive apprenticeships and legitimate peripheral participation in different ways from those presented in this paper. Through further research from the user and repository perspectives, more insights will emerge about how to best support the apprenticeship process through data reuse across the academy.
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